Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is one of the most significant neurological disorders that disrupt a person's social communication skills. The progression and development of neuroimaging technologies has made structural network construction of brain regions possible. In this paper, after finding the discriminative sub-network using the evolutionary algorithm, the simple features of the sub-network lead us to diagnose autism in various subjects with plausible accuracy (76% on average). This method yields substantially better results compared to previous researches. Thus, this method may be used as an accurate assistance in autism screening.
Various studies have been conducted on structural brain networks and many of them are focused on the classification of these networks; for example the classification of these networks into two classes of healthy control and Autism spectrum disorder.
The classification of complex networks has many usages i.e. time series anomaly detection [2] , link prediction [2, 3] , cancer cells detection [4] , recognition of type of proteins [4] , classification in graph based search engines [4] , modeling large networks [4] , comparing social networks [5] , diagnosing neurological disorders [5] etc.
There have been many proposed classification methods for networks that mainly fall into either one of two categories, kernel based or feature based [2, 4, [6] [7] [8] . Kernel based methods are very slow because of algorithm complexity [2, 9] .
Most previous studies on network classification have used complete networks for their classification. There are logical reasons to choose sub-networks to classify instead of complete networks. A number of them are as follows:
1. When using complete network we usually use the edges as features that causes over-fit because of too many features and too little scans. 2. Specific sub-networks of the brain can give us more info on different disorders and lower the risk of neutralizing the features of a disorder via some nodes. 3. Processing speed increases faster while processing sub-networks. 4. Better interpretation can be achieved when we have a discriminative sub-network.
The aforementioned sub-networks are not specific regions in regards to functionality or structure, but a subdivision of nodes and edges that have been chosen from the main network [10] .
In this study, a method has been proposed that uses an evolutionary algorithm to find the discriminative sub-network in the classification, and by utilizing theory of graph, metrics extracts and completes the classification. The chosen sub-network has fewer edges and nodes than the complete network and this sub-network has gained high scores in evolutionary algorithm evaluation thus, the classification is completed faster and more accurately than previous research studies.
In Section 2 previous studies are described and in Section 3, the proposed method has been explained. In Section 4 the results of the simulation and in Section 5 the results of the study and future work are demonstrated.
Related Literature
There have been many studies conducted on neurocognitive disorders. With the development of technology and machine learning and deep learning methods, researchers are aiming towards feature-based methods. The basis of these methods is the extraction of structural brain features and utilizing machine learning models to diagnose disorders.
Basset and Sporns [11] were the first to suggest neurological networking. They showed that in the era of big data, neurology needs statistical inference and other theoretical ideas to be able to search the structure and functionality of the brain.
Crossly et al. [12] showed that the placement of hubs can change parallel to each other at high rates and this change can transform the type and steps of cognitive processing. [13] studied the possibility that dementia can be slowed down or stopped and tried to derive the first symptoms of Alzheimer using a brain network. [14] presented a group of local and global features for brain networks that can be used to train a machine learning model. Dodero et al. [15] attempted to classify brain networks using kernel based methods. Tolan and Isik [5] proposed a binary classification model that differentiates between a person with autism and a person with healthy controls. They calculated the local and global features of the structural and functional brain networks and used this feature vector to train different machine learning models. In order to aggregate the local features they used minimum, maximum, standard deviation and etc methods. In addition to these features, the gender of each person is also considered as an item in the feature vector. They used the relief method [17] in order to decrease the feature vector dimensions and choose the best features. To calculate feature values, they utilized BRAPH tools [16] .
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They used the LOOCV method as an evaluation strategy and apply their method on the data in [18] for training and testing machine learning models.
Petrov et al. [19] proposed a method that can differentiate between a healthy control and autism brain. They used 16 features that are proportionate to the value of the edges and network topology features. Eventually, they utilized the SVM model for classification.
For choosing efficient sub-networks for classification, Brown et al. [10] proposed an efficient method. They presented an optimization problem that specifies which nodes and edges to keep and which ones to put aside.
The aforementioned methods have disadvantages; the first and foremost being the low accuracy. Kernel-based and some feature-based methods are also slow. The proposed method in this paper has higher accuracy and speed when compared to previous methods as instead of processing the whole network; it only processes the discriminative subnetwork.
Figure 1.
Illustration the proposed method. The structural brain sub-network was derived after the evolutionary algorithm was run, and was used for classification.
In this paper, for the first time, a method has been proposed comprehensively that uses the evolutionary algorithm to choose an effective sub-network and using network topology features, classification is done with sufficient speed and accuracy. In the following section, the proposed method is extensively described.
The Proposed Method
With the vast development of neuroimaging technology, deriving the functional and structural networks of different brain regions has been made possible. In this article, a novel method has been proposed that uses the evolutionary algorithm to find an efficient discriminative sub-network, and classify the networks into two groups of healthy Feature Extraction control and autism spectrum disorder via extracting the topology features. In this article, the dataset in [18] has been used. The information is presented in table 1. For implementing the proposed method, the programming language python version 2.7, the complex network library NetworkX version 2.1, the machine learning library scikit-learn version 1.0.9.2 and the editor PyCharm 2018 version were utilized.
The main process of the proposed method can be seen in Figure 1 . The first step is to find the discriminative subnetwork; a sub-network in which the metrics calculated have a greater differentiation between the healthy control and autism spectrum disorder groups and thus, classification is more accurate. Each structural network of the dataset has 264 nodes (each node is a region of the brain) therefore, each node has a label with a value between 0 and 255.
Assume a string of length 264 in which each unit can be zero or one. The position of each unit corresponds to the label of each node. If the unit in that position is one, the node exists in the network. If the unit is zero, the node doesn't exist in the network (and neither does the edges leading up to the node.). In the case that all units in the string are one, all nodes exist thus the network is complete.
Evolutionary Algorithm
Our problem is finding the sub-network that yields a higher level of differentiation between the network topology metrics of the healthy control and autism groups. As a result, this sub-network also yields a more accurate classification. According to the number of nodes, if all possible states are examined, there would be 2 264 -2 states to examine. Therefore, evolutionary algorithms are used to find the discriminative sub-network.
Presentation method
One of the important beginning steps for using evolutionary algorithms is finding a suitable presentation method for the solutions. Choosing the suitable presentation method facilitates the process of mapping the genotypes to the phenotypes. As mentioned before, the presentation method for the solutions is in binary.
Initial Population
For launching the evolutionary algorithm, an initial population is essential. The population must have a high diversity and the number of people in the population must be suitable. If not, the algorithm's execution speed will decrease. There are two methods to choose an initial population, random population and heuristic population. In this article, random population is used. The initial population has 80 solutions that have been picked at random.
Fitness function
To calculate the fitness of each solution, the threshold is applied to each network. Then, the nodes (and edges connected to them) corresponding to the zero units in the solution are deleted. Thereupon, using the features described in the following paragraphs, a decision tree is trained. Finally, evaluation is done via the LOOCV evaluation method. The average classification accuracy is the value of the solution fitness.
Selection
The best solution of a generation is selected via the truncated based selection method. This method sorts the solutions based on fitness and selects p percent of them. Thereupon, each selected solution is reproduced 1/p times.
Cross-over
The cross-over operator is similar to biological rebirth and synthesis. There are various synthesis methods. In this paper, the one point cross-over method is used in which two solutions are selected first then, a point between 1 and the length of the solution is randomly chosen. Finally, the two parts, before and after the chosen point are switched.
Stop Condition
Choosing a rational ending condition is essential. If not chosen, the algorithm will never end. In this study, there are two stop conditions. Whichever one is reached, the algorithm stops. The first one is the number of generations constraint and the other is reaching the desired accuracy limit.
Features Selection for Classification
For each network, a specific edge weight threshold must be applied first. This threshold has been chosen according to [1] .
The threshold for each network is a value with which the network sparseness value becomes 0.025. This value is demonstrated by S(G) for network G with edge set E, and node set V . S(G) is expressed by the following equation.
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In which, n is the number of nodes in the network.
The specified features for each network are categorized as two groups, local and global.
The global network features for network with an edge set E, and a node set V are as follows.
1. The transitivity feature that is expressed as follows 3 () ltr TG lt   (2) In which ltr is the number of all possible triangles in network G and lt is the number of network triads.
2. The average clustering feature that is given by
In which Ci is the node clustering coefficient and n is the number of nodes in the network.
3. The global efficiency feature that is calculated as
In which, dij is the shortest route between two nodes, i and j. Moreover, n is the number of nodes in the network.
Local features are also determined for each node. The following included:
1. The closeness feature that is calculated as (5) In which d (u,v) is the shortest route between nodes u and v; n is the number of nodes in the network.
2. The betweenness feature that is determined by the following equation
In which ( , ) st  is the number of short routes between and , and ( , | ) s t v  is the number of routes that include node v.
3. The triangle feature that derives the number of triangles for node v that include itself.
For the local features, three aggregation methods (maximum, average and standard deviation) are used. Therefore, there are 12 features for each network. Petrov et al. [19] Dodero et al. [15] T olan and Isik [5] T he proposed method Methods Accuracy Figure 2 . The mean accuracy comparison between the proposed method and the related work 
Simulation Results
In the previous section, we discussed the method proposed in order to find the discriminative sub-network using the evolutionary algorithm. The derived sub-network has 127 nodes. From here the sub-network may be used instead of the complete network for classification. The evaluation of choosing a sub-network and its effect on classification accuracy was done via the LOOCV method. This procedure was done 100 times using the extracted sub-network. The results have been reported in Table 2 . The 12 features mentioned were used in training the decision tree. As depicted in table 2, the important subnetwork is effective and the recall, precision and accuracy are much higher than that of a complete network. Many researchers have studied structural brain networks and various methods of classification into the two groups of healthy control and autism have been proposed and implemented, Figure 2 shows the accuracy comparison between these methods and the one proposed in this paper.
Conclusions
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is one of the most significant neurological disorders that disrupts a person's social communication skills. Developing new screening methods using structural and functional brain networks is valuable as diagnosing autism with plausible accuracy at a young age, while symptoms are not yet visible, can be beneficial to the patient. In this paper it is assumed that instead of processing the whole brain structural network, it is possible to find a sub-network which depicts the difference between the structural network of a healthy brain and a brain with autism more clearly. The sub-network extraction (instead of whole brain network) must also increase the speed and accuracy of classification. In future studies, more features may be used, various models of machine learning can be experimented and other types of evolutionary algorithms can be used.
